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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Town of Edisto Beach (Town) retained the services of American Engineering
Consultants, Inc. (AEC) to update the rate study that was previously conducted in 2011
and 2012. An update was needed in order to evaluate the water rate increases that
would be necessary to cover current expenditures and a proposed drinking water
system improvement project that includes a Reverse Osmosis System.

2.0

CURRENT WATER AND SEWER RATES

After the Final Report for the Water and Sewer Rate Study was released in 2012, the
Town chose to continue using their existing volumetric rate method for calculating a
customer’s water and sewer charges. The rates are structured for semi-annual billing.
The water rate schedule is designed so that customers are billed for a minimum usage
of 24,000 gallons over a six month period. An inclining block rate is used for volumes
over 24,000 gallons. The current sewer rate schedule is designed for a minimum semiannual billing of 6,000 gallons. A uniform volumetric rate is used for any volume over
6,000. Only one 5% rate increase has occurred since the Final Report was released.

3.0

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The Town of Edisto Beach provided American Engineering Consultants, Inc. with all
Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (CAFRs) developed since the Final Report
was released (FY 2013 – FY 2015). AEC also obtained a copy of the Town’s current
operating budget, records on operational and maintenance expenses for the water
system for the last three (3) recently completed fiscal years, and an updated Capital
Improvements Projects list. These items were used to evaluate the impacts of any
current and projected debt, as well as to determine projected revenue requirements.

4.0

RATE ANALYSIS

An updated comprehensive rate analysis was performed. The analysis evaluated the
revenue that is required to offset inflation and additional debt. Several scenarios were
performed at the Town’s request to compare the rate increases needed for various
borrowing amounts. Ultimately, the Town selected a scenario that included borrowing
$7.2 Million for construction of a Reverse Osmosis (RO) System plus $320,000 in
associated closing costs, for a total borrowing amount of $7,520,000. In this scenario,
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the RO related costs for construction and operation and maintenance of the RO system
are being paid for by water revenues only. The estimated annual operation and
maintenance cost for the RO system was provided by the Town. At the Town’s
direction, there was no sewer component to this evaluation. However, sewer rates will
still need to be adjusted to keep up with inflation and any additional sewer capital
projects the Town wishes to pursue. The analysis included maintaining the current level
(FY 2015) of cash reserves. In addition, the annual interest rate used for loan
repayment was 4.5%, as requested by the Town’s Financial Advisor, for a 30-year term.
The debt coverage requirement used in the analysis was 125%. It was assumed that
the loan money would be available to the Town during FY 2018 and that payments
would not begin until FY 2020. This scenario assumed there would be no growth in the
customer base for the 10-year period evaluated. Additional assumptions included
straight-line serial issued revenue bonds, depreciation over 40 years for new assets,
and a typical rate of 3% for inflation on operations and maintenance. The current level
of funding for other annual water capital projects is maintained throughout the analysis
and adjusted for inflation in future years.
The revenue requirements and financial projections for the above described scenario
are included in Table 1. These projections are the basis for the rate increases shown in
Table 2. The rate increases are needed in order to generate the additional revenue
required to offset inflation and additional debt. The analysis shows that a series of
increases will be necessary over a six-year period. By FY 2024, the projected increase
is equal to only the projected inflation. It should be noted, however, that annually and
prior to setting water and sewer rates for future years, the projected rates should be
evaluated to determine any negative or positive influences that may change the actual
rate required.
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5.0

CONCLUSION

The Town wishes to pursue construction of water system improvements, including a
Reverse Osmosis System. In order to offset the costs that will be incurred for
construction and the additional operation and maintenance expenses for the system,
the Town will need a series of rate increases. The rate revenue scenario outlined in this
Addendum indicates that annual increases above inflation will be needed for the next
six fiscal years, but should be evaluated annually in order to determine if adjustments
are needed due to any unanticipated negative or positive revenue influences.

